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Student Bar Association
Welcomes New Senators
After Fall Elections
BY CALEB DULIS

Staff Writer
Last Tuesday, the Student Bar As
sociation held senatorial elections across
classes. Overall, 24 candidates competed
for a total of nine positions. Out of a po
tential voter pool of 1,524, roughly 31%
of students cast votes. Total turnout in
J.D. classes came to 44% of 1,061 voters,
and turnout in individual races ranged
from a high of 73% in 1L Section 15 to a
low of 28% in the 2L Day Senator race.
While the Law School counts 463 LLM
students as potential voters and only 7%
voted, SBA Director of Elections William
McGonigle said the 34 votes cast were
a "healthy turnout" and comparable to
years past. Students voted using a thirdparty website linked from the law portal.
McGonigle said that voters encountered
no problems with the system.
In the 1L elections, Section 11
selected Flora Rostami over one other
candidate. Section 12 voted for Matthew
Baker from a field of three. In Section
13, Rob Sneckenberg defeated two other
candidates. Giri Iyengar won the Section
14 race in a field of three. Jackie Stanley
defeated a field of four candidates to

win the Section 15 contest, and Leonard
Rubin won the race for the Senator for
part-time Section 21, defeating one other
candidate.
The 2L Day senator race featured
a field of four candidates and ultimately
required a run-off election between Albert
Williams and Set Samii. Williams won the
run-off, held last Thursday, in which 29%
of the class voted. As McGonigle noted,
when 2L class elections were originally
held last spring, there were not enough
candidates to fill all available spots. "So
the race that didn't have enough people
running last spring to fill all the seats with
registered candidates is now the tightest
and most contested," he said. "If any
of 2L Day candidates had submitted an
intent form last spring, they could have
walked-on to a Senate seat."
The 4L evening class elected Anne
Cannon MacMillan, who ran unopposed,
and Meghan Wood defeated one candi
date to win the LLM race.
The winners expressed excitement
at the opportunity to serve as SBA Sena
tors. Stanley felt the high turnout in her

section was commendable. "With the
highest percentage voter turnout of all
voting groups, Section 15 proved that it
is an active and thriving presence at GW
Law," she said. "I'm looking forward to
meeting the other Senate members and
getting to work!"
Sneckenberg thanked his voters
for their support. Addressing himself to
them, he said, "I look forward to work
ing with you and helping to build some
Section 13 pride. Feel free to contact
me any time. Otherwise, I'll see you at
Bar Review!" Wood expressed a similar
sentiment, saying, "I'm very excited to
be the LLM senator in the SBA, and I
look forward to working with the LLM
class to make this year a great one!"
Some candidates celebrated the
occasion with humor. Rostami thanked
Section 11 "for being rational" and said,
"Don't hesitate to tell me your opinions,
though if it's about a certain writing
course I think I can think of a few words
on everyone's mind."

Recent Theft
and Threats
Highlight
Law Campus
Crime
BY LAUREN SCHMIDT

Staff Writer
Two incidents within the last three
weeks have some George Washington
University Law students concerned that
campus crime may be on the rise.
The first incident occurred on
September 9, 2009, when GW Police
responded to a report of a computer sto
len from room E412 of the Jacob Burns
Law Library. According to the GWPD, a
student observed the computer earlier in
the day but found it was missing when he
returned. The tower computer apparently
remains in the room for presentation and
class use, but that day the room had been
left unsecured. In their investigation, po
lice have determined that the crime likely
occurred sometime between 2:45 pm and

5 pm that day. They have no suspects at
this time.
One week later police were again
called to the Burns Law Library to inves-

See Elections on Page 4

See Thefts on Page 7

Environmental Law
Assoc. Hosts Wet 'n'Wild
Rafting Trip

Nota Bene Hosts
Thirsty Thursday!
Nota Bene hosted Thirsty Thursday on September 24th in the
Student Conference Center. We hope to continue to host fun events

BY TIMOTHY FREY

Staff Writer

Students relax courtesy of Nota Bene!
Photo by Katie Earnest
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If you have walked through the
halls of the law school lately, you know
that there a number of student groups at
GW hosting diverse and exciting events.
One of those groups is the Environmental
Law Association, who recently sponsored
a trip to Ohiopyle, Pennsylvania for a day
of Whitewater rafting down the Youghiogheny River.
Early in the morning on Sunday,
September 13, thirty-one students met at
the law school, woke up with coffee and
bagels, and made the three and a half
hour trek up to Pennsylvania to spend
a day getting back in touch with nature.
Once they arrived, the rafters were not
disappointed as they were able to spend
about six hours winding their way down
the river, intermittently braving class 3 and
4 rapids and floating alongside their rafts.
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In addition, the group packed a lunch
and took an hour to relax and enjoy their
sandwiches in the scenic river valley.
Although rafting expertise was not
required for the trip, and only one of the
six-passenger boats had a trained guide
on board, the river still proved exciting
for even seasoned rafters. Andy Byrne,
Sustainability Coordinator for the ELA
and one of the event's organizers, notes
that although he has been rafting for years,
at one point he took a spill into the water
while trying to guide his raft out of a 360
degree spin around one of the many rocks
strewn across the river bed.
Despite exciting moments, there
were no casualties along the way and
rafters were often able to voluntarily dive
into the water and float along behind then-

See Rafting on Page 7
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Disappointment Reigns
At the GW Gym

JBA
CORNER
BY ELIZABETH WESTBROOK

BY RYAN BOWEN

SB A VicePresident

Opinions Editor

My time as a Senator was the
highlight of my 1L year. It offered me
an opportunity to get involved and have
an impact, and to meet great people
like then Executive Vice President Brett
Sheats. I was nervous at the
first few meetings but eventu
ally found my footing and felt
that I had contributed to the
school's functioning at the end
of the year. *
As a 2L I felt more con
fident and even tried my hand
at writing legislation. I took
on facilities and a more sub
stantial role in the finance
committee. The more involved I was,
the more I learned and the more I en
joyed myself.
As Vice President I am excited
for all of our new Senators to take on
the challenges I ha ve enjoyed so much
the past two years and to occupy the
mentorship role that Brett Sheats and
Rahul Reddy played for me. This year
should be very interesting because in
addition to our rookie 1L Senators,
we have a larger than usual number of
new upperclassmen senators. Several
incumbents left the Senate for SBA's
executive board (myself included) leav

ing vacancies for several impassioned
newcomers.
I was a little nervous about
having to show the ropes to so many
first-termers but after a successful (and
epic) first meeting my
apprehensions have
all been allayed. The
first meeting is one of
the most crucial meet
ings we have because
it is when the Senate
must ratify the budget
and hear budgetary ap
peals from any student
organization unhappy
with their allotment. Until this hap
pens no student group has access to
their funds.
We take the dispersing of funds
very seriously on the SBA, and after
spending two years on the Senate
Finance Committee, playing an active
part in the financial process was one
of the aspects of the Vice Presidency
that attracted me to the job. It is ex
tremely important to me that student
groups feel heard, play an active role
in their budget requests, and all have
enough money and support to put on

See SBA on Page

To preface this article, I am not a
cranky old man, far out of touch with
the "kids of today," or just a generally
bitter person. Having said that, I feel it is
high time I called out the Lerner Health
and Wellness Center as the travesty of a
workout facility that it is.
I go to the gym about twice a week
(three times, ideally), so I don't spend
a tremendous amount of my week in
the HelWell. The fact of the matter
is, however, I can't. Not because I r un
out of energy or because I don't have
enough time, but because I simply can't
stand being there. There are a number of
factors that contribute to this antipathy,
and I will discuss them in no particular
order.
The facility itself. HelWell itself
is actually a really nice gym. The equip
ment is newer and in good shape, and it
has a good variety of different facilities.
The problem is there just isn't enough of
it. There are probably about two hours
between 9-5 that the weights/treadmills
area isn't crowded. For those other six
hours, it just never seems worth it to
work up the effort to go and spend an
hour waiting for equipment to open up.
I went to Pitt for undergrad, and though
it was about 60% larger than GW, its

workout facilities were at least three
times as expansive. We had a main gym
which was bigger than HelWell, plus a
field house, and two smaller gyms (this
all despite the fact that tuition was about
half as much as GW's for an out-of-state
student).
The people. Let's be serious, it
would be unrealistic for me or anyone
to go into a gym not expecting to find
a lot of rude meatheads, but HelWell
has to have a higher proportion of
wanks than most other fitness centers
out there. You have your ubiquitous
.muscle-bound chunksters who have
to make everyone else feel awkward
by shouting, screaming, and grunting
their way to that tenth rep. Even more
ridiculous is when the aforementioned
grunter is squatting 601bs. (I don't judge
people on their workouts, but c'mon,

See Gym on Page 7
Nota Bene invi tes readers' opin
ions. Letters must be signed, dated, and
include a title. E-mail submissions are
accepted at notabene@law.gwu.edu.
Nota Bene reserves the right to
edit all submissions for space, gram
mar, clarity, and vulgarity
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Stealing Innocence:
Juvenile Life Without
Parole is Cruel and
Unusual
BY HANNAH GEYER

Opinion Columnist
In November, the Supreme Court
will hear the cases of two individuals,
Joe Sullivan and Terrance Graham, who
were sentenced to life in prison, without
the possibility of parole, for non-capital
crimes they committed as juveniles, and
determine whether sending individuals
to prison for life without the chance of
parole violates the 8th Amendment.
Joe Sullivan is one of two individu
als in the United States serving a sentence
of life without the possibility for parole
for a crime that didn't involve a murder.
He was a mentally impaired thirteen-year
old when he was accused of raping an
elderly woman in her house, following a
burglary. Terrance Graham was 17 when
he committed his crime: an armed rob
bery. Mitigating facts are present in both
cases; for example, Sullivan was a victim
of sexual and physical abuse himself,
race-based comments and testimony were
present during his trial, and biological
evidence potentially linking him to the
crime was destroyed before DNA testing could be performed. The victim of the
crime identified Sullivan by "voice iden
tification", but later admitted that she had
rehearsed before trial with the prosecutor.
Sullivan was sentenced to life without the
possibility of parole. His lawyer declined
to file an appeal.
Graham had been previously con
victed for armed robbery, and was sen
tenced to three years probation. He denied
involvement in the second crime, but since

probation violation hearings generally
have a lower standard of proof than crimi
nal trials, all the state had to do was prove
by a "preponderance of the evidence"
that Graham was involved in the second
robbery. Graham did not receive a jury
trial, and the judge sentenced him to life
without the possibility of parole.
In these two cases, there are plenty
of issues that suggest the sentences im
posed were disproportionate to the crimes
committed, considering all mitigating
factors - either evidence specific to the
cases, or procedurally. Those of you who
know me know that I have very little (if
any patience) for convicted rapists - I
think the crime is a sickening indication
of the continuing prejudice, bias, and
resentment towards women that persists
to this day. But even I can't support send
ing an individual who was convicted
for a rape he committed at the age of
thirteen to prison for the rest of his life
without a chance to be paroled. In fact, I
can't support sending any individual who
committed a crime as a juvenile to prison
without the chance of parole, Finding it to
be a horrific punishment, in violation of
the Eighth Amendment's prohibition of

cruel and unusual punishment.
The Eighth Amendment doesn't
require strict proportionality between the
crime and the sentence; it merely requires
that the sentence imposed not be grossly

r/f Yrj

T AKE A D OLLAR
It's a phrase that you've heard like to think that, as future civil servants,
before, at least on television and, no scholars, and justice practitioners, we
doubt, at your own home when you could start to make a small change in
were young. The scene: a kitchen table, our community, even starting today.
set for breakfast or dinner. A small,
No doubt there are some who
petulant child with a screwed-up frown read this article and think, "Jeeze, an
on his face, shaking his head at the of other bleeding heart in print..." How
fending plate in front of him. It's a plate ineffective, how self-indulgent. If there
piled his with broccoli, or a bowl filled are people hungry and homeless out
to the brim with oatmeal and raisins. A there, they probably did something
pleading mother or a desperate father to deserve it, right? Or alternatively,
cajoles, bellows, or pleads with him to there's so much heartache and tragedy
just try it. No matter what temptation out there - if you start caring about
or threat they offer,
••••••• something small, then you'd
the food will remain
have to care about EVERY
You don't have
"yucky" and therefore
THING, right?
to hike halfway
untouched. Not even
I know one such
that tried and true around the world doubter out there, a reader
command will work
of Nota Bene- we'll call him
- "Finish it! There are to make a positive John. I would not call John
starving children in
change in it
a bleeding heart. At all. At
Africa who'd like that
best, he makes jokes about
food!" For all that drathe government; at worst,
matic guilt-inducing tone will just get he complains about stupid politicians
you the expected response; "Then why while "harrumph"-ing in front of the
don't you send it to THEM?"
nightly news. I know for a fact, though,
Hearing that phrase, I always that this same man is an advocate for
used to think - "Yeah, why DON'T the homeless. In his own way.
we send it to them?" Seriously - why
You see, he works downtown,
do we waste so much food that could in an area of the city that's not that
be going to others out there? Come to great. In the winter, a homeless guy
think of it, why do we waste so many
tittle, trivial things inour own lives that
could make such a difference in the lives

of others? With so many non-profit
organizations out there - churches, Red
Cross chapters, food kitchens, Habitat
for Humanity - how are there still starv
ing and homeless people out there, even
sitting just around the corner from our
very law school? In writing this letter, I

sits outside the building, right next to
the entrance of a McDonalds. He's
dirty and he sits on the grate that spits

out the hot, stale air from the Metro

station below. Everyone who walks
by the McDonalds, he asks them for
change. Most people pass him by, eyes
low to the ground or fixed on their cell
phones. They steel themselves against
Sec Dollar on Page 11

See Innocence on Page 11

Iran-U.S. Nuclear Policy

Demanding an Explanation
from Justice Sotomayor

BY MATTHEW BOVA

Opinion Columnist

BY CLARE CAVALIERO

Opinion Columnist
As Iran moves forward with nuclear
development, America has found itself
in conflict with another Middle Eastern
nation. Reminiscent of the 2003 lead up
to the war in Iraq, inspections, sanctions,
and "military options", have once again
become part of the American parlance.
This article aims to discuss American
policy towards Iran by first highlighting
a fundamental flaw in our policy, and sec
ond by proposing a possible solution.
America' foreign policy towards
Iran can generally be summarized as
follows. A nuclear Iran is intolerable; it
will threaten Europe, threaten Israel, and
may even threaten the United States. A
nuclear Iran may also provide weapons
to Hezbollah, or other Islamist groups.
These groups could ultimately use nuclear
weapons against Israel or the West. Thus,
America needs to aggressively prevent
Iran from developing nuclear weapons
using sanctions or perhaps military force.
Beneath this debate is the specter of re
gime change. Removing the theocratic
government in Iran and replacing it with
a more liberal, pro-Western government
will not only help impede Iran's nuclear

ambitions, but it will also replace a re
pressive regime, with a more democratic
regime. President Obama, as he tends
to be, has not necessarily been clear on
what he hopes to do. Sanctions are an
option, he has said, but military force is
also a possibility. Congress has taken a
similar approach, fearful of another mili
tary engagement in the Middle East.
America's pleas to Iran will
fail because American nuclear policy
is plagued by a fundamental problem
- a double standard. America is the
most nuclearized nation in the world,
possessing not only nuclear missiles,
but advanced biological and chemical
weapons. America js the only nation
in the world to have launched a nuclear
attack on another nations. Our strongest
ally in the Middle East, Israel, a nation
that the Iranian leadership does not
perceive as friendly, also has a nuclear
arsenal. The European nations that have
been pressuring Iran to end its nuclear
aspirations likewise possess nuclear
weapons. And lurking beneath all of
this is the Iranian memory of America's

See Iran on Page 7

On June 29, 2009, the Justices
of the United States Supreme Court
overruled their soon-to-be colleague,
then-Judge Sonia Sotomayor, in a 5-4
opinion. Justice Kennedy wrote the
majority opinion and agreed with the
New Haven firefighters, who were
denied a promotion only because
they had outperformed minority
candidates on their examinations.
Sotomayor had previously upheld the
decision of a district court in Con
necticut that had ruled in favor of the
City of New Haven, without signing
her name to the opinion or offering an
explanation for her reasoning.
The Supreme Court was correct
in holding that the City improperly
disregarded the results of promo
tional exams that officials said left
too few minorities qualified. Further,
Sotomayor failed to perform her ju
dicial duty when she upheld a lower
court decision without providing a
justification for her determination.
The Second Circuit is paying good
money for your thoughts - please
share them. Sotomayor's lack of

explanation was essentially a stamp of
approval for appealing her decision to
the high court and the absence of effort
wasted our country's judicial resources.
The Supreme Court later found that the
district court had not applied a legal prin
ciple properly, which affected the outcome
of the litigation. The question was not, as
the district court held, whether the City's
conduct was discriminatory, but whether
the City had a lawful justification for its
race-based action. It would have been
fortunate if Sotomayor had discovered
this error.
The City established no such jus
tification. Interestingly, before the fire
fighters were aware of whether they had
passed or failed, some of the candidates
spoke at a hearing held to discuss whether
to certify the examination results. These
firefighters testified that the examination
questions came from their study material
and that if a candidate read the materials
and studied appropriately, he would pass
the test. They explained that some of the
test questions were based on the Depart-

See Explain on Page 11
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First Month
Down
BY LIZ SAXE

Opinion Columnist

I T

Flora Rostami
1L Section 11

Jackie Stanley
1L Section 15

Matthew Baker
1L Section 12

Giri Iyengar
1L Section 14

Rob Sneckenberg
1L Section 13

Leonard Rubin
1L Section 21

A couple weeks ago, I considered
the practical applications of the first
week of law school. The difference
between then and now is like night and
day, like a morning with or without cof
fee or Tom Brady injured or uninjured.
In short, the difference between then
and now is five weeks, or more impor
tantly, one legal memo.
After the first week, I struggled to
identify some of ways that one week of
a legal education could translate in the
real world. Sure, I h ad quickly grown
accustomed to the Socratic method and
had begun to look at every day circum
stances through a legal lens. In other
words, even a brief time at law school
prompted me to "think like a lawyer."
Now, it's a month later and we've
taken thinking like a lawyer to the next
level, to something more concrete - to
writing like a lawyer. For some, writing
a memo may have been a logical exten
sion of everything else we've learned
over the first five weeks. For others, it
may have been an agonizing exercise
or a return to the comfortable routine
of procrastination.
,
, ,
The
, We ve taken n e w s ,
good
n
o thinking like matter
what
your ap
a laWyer fa
proach

Albert Williams
2L Day

Anne Cannon MacMillan
4L Eve

Meghan Wood
LLM

Happy Birthday Google: Legal Edition
BY VADIM PARTLN

Staff Writer
"What is the statute for diversity
jurisdiction, was it 28 U.S.C § 1332 or 28
U.S.C § 1331?" "I'm not sure, why don't
you Google it?" The answer shows up
within a second. I don't know if anybody
noticed, but our loyal and trusted friend,
Google, just turned eleven this week. With
its birthday, its ubiquity, and our reliance
on it for everything from looking up a
cooking recipe to the content of a Consti
tutional Amendment, a discussion of its
use in law school and the legal world as a
whole is in order.
I am in my second year of law
school, but I have already made numerous
observations regarding the use of Google
in the classroom. Internet in the classroom
is a constant debate in law schools due to
the prevalence of wireless internet and
the pervasiveness of laptops. However,
it seems that many students engage in a
sort of learning that I find quite fascinat
ing, while a bit disturbing as well. Instead
of distracting themselves by looking up
sports scores or the latest in fashion, I
observe that many students are instead
looking up biographies of judges of the
decisions that we are discussing in class.
Additionally, whenever an unfamiliar
term is mentioned in class, they Google
it for its definition. Is this active learning,
something to supplement the classroom
discussion, or is this just another distrac

tion that inhibits education? I am of the
opinion that it is the latter, especially since
a lot of the information that the students
look up is not crucial for their understand
ing of the subject matter under discussion,
and can be noted down, and looked up at
a later time.
In addition to my observations of
others' use of Google, I have utilized the
search engine for my own legal research
as well in a somewhat more productive
manner. For example, I found that it is
very easy to find statutes and documents
released by NGOs and even the United
States Government by using Google Site
Search in addition to File Type Search.
During my internship this past summer
at the Department of Commerce (DOC),
I found myself using Google for a lot of
my research, while wondering whether
what I was doing was less sophisticated
than traditional research. However, since
almost all of the resources that I was
finding using Google were official docu
ments, actual books, and scholarly journal
articles, I felt I was using a shortcut that
did not take away from the seriousness or
accuracy of my final work-product.
The DOC gave me access to many
databases but after trying to find what I
needed by using them, I was aggravated
due to the irrelevant results. As soon as I
switched over to using Google, I found

what I needed much faster, and had
access to all of the documents that I
wanted to find, since the search algo
rithms of Google are much more ac
curate, and the search engine searches
more websites. Nevertheless, as I
mentioned earlier, the ease with which
I found all of the information, and
the quality of research papers, books,
and scholarly journal articles that I
was able to uncover invoked a sense of
guilt in me. Am I really working hard
if I 'm finding everything I need almost
instantaneously? In the end of the day
though, I decided for myself that good
research is not the kind that takes a
long time to uncover, but the kind that
is most relevant and accurate.
I'm sure that some of the students
who were Googling biographies of
judges and other things during class also
use Google to find more important legal
information when they are not in class.
Sure, all of us have access to Westlaw
and LqxisNexis, but did you ever won
der how much these search databases
actually cost? By speaking with anyone
who used either one of the databases
during their summer associate job, one
will quickly realize just how expensive
these resources are for all but the richest

See Google on Page 9
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behind us. And I'm sure when we
look back on the Memo 1 experience,
we'll take away a number of practical
lessons.
First, we've had our first expe
rience with TREAT. Based on the
conversations I've had and ones I've
overheard between classes, we've spent
the week thinking constantly about
TREAT. We've thought so much about
it that we've worked it into conversa
tions as a variety of parts of speech -"I
did a TREAT," "So, I TREATed that
last night, but I'm not sure about it,"
etc. Anyway, organization is important
to any type of writing and it's especially
important when trying to connect com
plicated rules, facts and circumstances
to reach conclusions. Building a foun
dation for our writing will surely serve
us well in the years to come.
There's also the fact that this
semester we're learning all about pre
dictive writing. As I was working my
way though the memo, I kept reminding
myself that objectivity is important, and
surely a skill that's in high demand.
Though I have to admit I had my doubts
about how important objectivity is in
the real world when each morning
I'd open the paper and read headlines
about people shouting down other
people over everything from health
care to the MTV awards. Still, while
objectivity may not be in fashion these
days, that doesn't mean we couldn't do
with more of it.
On the whole, the first memo was
probably a good thing - we applied
skills and produced something concrete.
We're getting grounded in organization
and objectivity, which will serve us well
now and when we eventually branch
out. So, the good news is that the first
memo is down ... though number two
is now on deck.
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The Memo Effect
BY JILLIAN MEEK

Staff Writer
A disturbing hush has fallen over
the halls of* GW Law. The air of the soft
lounge is thick with the tang of despair,
in addition to the usual scent of free Lexis
coffee and overpriced Au Bon Pain sand
wiches. I've recently memorized the LRW
Local Rules, and it was implied at orienta
tion that violating them would result in
being waterboarded in Eastern Europe by
faceless CIA agents. I have realized that
I cannot go into great detail about what
is causing all of the lLs to start consider
ing careers as McDonald's employees. I
have a journalistic obligation to expose
this issue in our community, so I had to
press on and find a way to write about
what is going on. For the purposes of
this article, therefore, I shall refer to what
is traumatizing the lLs as Shmemo One.
Hopefully, this will be enough to keep me
from getting kicked out of school.
The particular facet of Shmemo
One's effect on the 1L community that
I intend to explore is a side effect that I
would like to call "stress topping." Below
I have provided a sample conversation, so
that you, the reader, can identify "stress
topping" and run. Run the other way
as fast as possible. You will not win this
particular brand of competition. You can
only lose, and lose horribly.
Student A: Dude. I am so stressed
out about writing my Shmemo.

for 8 hours on mine yesterday.
Student A: Oh me too! I didn't
sleep all night.
Student B: I didn't sleep at all
either. All week.
Student A: Yeah. I was so wor
ried about losing my Super Duper
Imperial Scholarship if I do poorly on
this memo that I actually moved into
the Writing Center after my last anxiety
attack.
Student B: Yeah, I could see how
that would be stressful. I mean, I'm
stressed because if I don't get a 4.0 this
semester, Obama will never hire me as
the Secretary of Legal Awesomeness
and I'm really counting on that job.
Student A: I heard that if you
don't get all of your citations right,
your Dean's Fellow will actually eat
your soul. I see her every time I close
my eyes.
Student B: Yeah, I'm that stressed
but like... 100 times more!
Student A: No you're not!
(fisticuffs ensue)
There you have it, GW. Do not
fall victim to stress topping. There is
absolutely nothing more dangerous, or
more irritating. Except for the people
with rolling backpacks who take the
elevator one floor. Seriously, guys?
Seriously?

Student B: I know, right? I worked

Thefts from page 1.
tigate a report of threats against a staff

member. According to police, an uniden
tified male attempted to enter the library
after normal business hours. When he
was subsequently refused entry, the man
became irate and used threatening lan
guage toward the staff member.
GW Police emphasize that the two
events are unrelated.
While such incidents may seem to
mmmmmmmmmmm a rise in
indicate ••••••••••••
crime on
Studpnts
campus,
GWPD
Chief of
Police should remain Dolores
Stafford
vigilant
points
out that
, ,
this year's
t h e f t
and always crlmesta.
tisticsare take proper actually
consis- precautions. tent with
those of *
previous
years.
Indeed, a
review of these statistics, available on the
Police Department's website, reveals that
theft and other crime rates have remained
the same or decreased in the past year.
Nevertheless, students should re
main vigilant and always take proper
precautions. "Never leave valuables
unattended, lock up bicycles and register
your bike at GWPD, and carry only small
amounts of cash," Stafford says. "Report
any suspicious people loitering or the
theft of equipment and valuables to the
GWPD." Finally, a free GWPD program
called "Operation Identification" can help
students to protect their personal property
and reduce the overall rate of thefts on
campus.
If you have any information on
either of the two incidents mentioned
above, please contact the GW Police De
partment. You can also visit their website
at www.gwired.gwu.edu/upd for further
information on Operation Identification
and other programs.

Ra ftin g from page 1.
boats, soaking up the sunny September
day. Many, like Caitlin Kelleher Meisenbach, another event organizer for
the ELA, were taking on the rapids for
only their first or second time. Both of
Caitlin's experiences have been on the
ELA rafting trip, and she had no prob
lem getting acclimated to the rigors of
Whitewater rafting.
Caitlin also noted that she was ex
cited by all the "fresh faces" who came
on the trip this year as a large part of
the 31-person crew was made up of first
years and LLM students. The event was
a wonderful way for these new students
to get to know one another, learn about
the ELA, and enjoy the wonderful
nearby scenery.
After their exciting day of rafting,

Gym from page 2.
really?). Then you have the guy who is
working on every piece of equipment in
the weight room simultaneously:
"Hey, are you using this?"
"Yeah"
"But I just saw you over there do
ing leg presses/'
"Well, yeah, but I'm using this
too."
"After you use the benchpress,
right?"
"Ya."
"Sorry, I didn't realize this was
your private gym."
"It's ok, everybody seems to make
that mistake."
This of course exacerbates the
problem of not having enough have
enough equipment and makes the
whole workout even less efficient. Then
there are the people who stick one of
every single weight on the same rack,

SBA from page 2.
the kind of programming they want to. I
was thrilled to find that same passion and
sense of fairness in each and every new
and returning Senator.
The meeting lasted over two hours
and during it we heard three budget ap
peals from the Law Students for Repro
ductive Justice (LSRJ), the Nota Bene
and the Student Health Law Association
(SHLA). Each group gave thoughtful
presentations and each was met by an
onslaught of zealous senators anxious
to make the right choices. In the end
we were able to offer more money to the
LSRJ and the Nota Bene and assure the
SHLA that should they need more ad hoc
funding was always a possibility.
I was proud of the way each senator
interacted with these student groups and I
was impressed by their thoughtfulness in
asking questions and making decisions.
I am confident that their zeal for the pro
cess of student government will serve the
school well in all the important decisions
they have yet to make this year. Even our
new upperclassmen Senators will be great
mentors to our incoming lLs who join us
this week.
We will be tackling some big issues
this year, from considerations of whether
to publicize the budget, and continued
monitoring of the graded LRW program,
to ongoing budget hearings in the form of
ad hoc and OOPS fund requests. I will be
asking the Senators to study portions of
the SBA Bylaws and Constitution which
need editing—specifically the clauses
outlining the number of Senators to be
elected each year given that there are now
six rather than five 1L sections. We have
also received a great suggestion that in the
future we have a Senate seat for transfer
students. I'm confident that this will be a
productive school year and I encourage

people to come observe our meetings
you don't believe me!

if

the group was able to spend a little extra
time in Ohiopyle due to some unforeseen
bus troubles. On the way to the river the
group's bus broke down along several
steep inclines and the company had to
call for a replacement. Unfortunately, the
second bus did not arrive quite as quickly
as the bus company led the organizers to
believe and the group had to wait several
chilly hours to catch a bus back to the
city.
Still, Andy reports that everyone
he spoke with said that they had a really
good time on the trip and hope to return
again. This was the second year that the
always with the heaviest on the outside, of
course. Nothing is more frustrating, how
ever, in my opinion, than people who use
equipment for the wrong purpose. "Well,
I'd like to use that benchpress since there
are only four of them in here, but you go
ahead and sit o n it while you curl, even
though there are three flat benches over
there that you could use for the same pur
pose." Combined with the mindless drone
of frat-banter, the rudeness displayed by
the patrons of HelWell makes spending
time there an incredibly uncomfortable
experience.
The music. I started the article by
stating that these factors were in no par
ticular order, but in this case I have saved
the worst for last. I've been to many differ
ent gyms of many different sorts, and I've
never heard the kind of garbage music that
the speakers at HelWell vomit out. Nor
mally, commercial gyms play classic rock:
it is acceptable to a broad demographic
and is generally pretty inoffensive. Gyms
with younger members tend to play more

The next Senate meeting is
Wednesday September 30th at 8:30 pm
in L301. Senate minutes are posted on
the SBA website: gwsba.com.

Iran from page 3.
direct role in the overthrow of Iran's
democratically elected prime minister
and America's installation of the Shah
-a repressive leader that denied Iranians
basic freedoms for 26 years.
Thus, when America approaches
Iran with pressure to denuclearize, Iran
perceives arrogance and hypocrisy - a
confirmation of its belief that employs
two standards, one for itself, and an
other for the people of the Middle East.
We should ask ourselves how we would
feel if we were Iranians, and heard the
largest military and nuclear superpower
the world has ever seen demand that we
abandon our efforts to pursue nuclear
weapons. We all know what the answer
to that question is, even though we may
not like the answer. Unfortunately, put
ting ourselves in other peoples' shoes is
not something that American foreign
policymakers do particularly well.
So then what is the solution?
First, the efficacy of sanctions is be
lied by history and common sense.
Sanctions did not work on Iraq and
Cuba, and threats of sanctions failed
to convince Pakistan and India to
abandon their nuclear aspirations. Yes,
sanctions will hurt the people of Iran,
but they will not react with gratitude
to America. Instead, Iran will use
sanctions to demonstrate that America
stands against Iranian national pride
and its people v/i\\ turn away from, not
towards, the United States. America
cannot risk losing the support of the
Iranian people, a people who, thanks

See Iran on Page 8
ELA has taken a trip down the "Youg,"
and they are considering going back
later this year to take on some tougher,
class 4 and 5 rapids. Andy notes that
the rafting company was very friendly
and hospitable, waiting for them to
arrive before heading out and guiding
them safely throughout their voyage. If
you want to take the time to get out of
the city and enjoy the nearby natural
scenery, ELA is also sponsoring a camp
ing trip this spring. ELA will also be
hosting a Career Panel the evening of
Wednesday, September 30.

hard-core rap. It gets you pumped up,
energized, and ready to work. HelWell,
instead foregoes conventional wisdom
and ranges between weak R & B and
American-Idol-teen-poppy-commercialized nonsense. Let me tell you,
nothing gets me jacked up and ready
to roll like Taylor Swift's latest yarn,
or some other flavor-of-the-week that
sounds like it was sung by a synthesizer.
Granted, I'm a big music snob and can't
take generic songs by run-of-the-mill
artists produced by some giant corpo
ration, but no one in the gym seems to
like the music they play. What's more, it
plays so loudly that your iPod is power
less to overcome the aural onslaught of
overplayed, unoriginal tripe.
Working out at HelWell is pretty
much the only alternative to an expen
sive gym membership for all of us law
students. Given how awful spending
time there is, however, I w on't be fore
going my $20 membership to the gym
at work any time soon.

Nota Bene
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Reversible Errors

Pickles, Beer, and Trouble
at Das Best Oktoberfest
group of friends and I had purchased VIP
The previous week had been a long
tickets to Das Best Oktoberfest. And so
one for reasons magnificent and mad
it
was that, yesterday, a group of some
dening. The usual tasks and obligations
twelve to fifteen current and former GW
had, of course, applied, which in and of
Law students, dressed as yodelers and beer
themselves were enough to make one
wenches,
bravely assembled at Pennsylva
lightheaded. In addition to all this, how
nia
and
20th
to hail cabs to deliver us up
ever, Thursday evening brought with it
unto
DBO,
with
visions of beer, sausages,
the adrenaline-pumping, ear-splitting, diz
and
greatness
in
our heads.
zying heights of the sold-out Law Revue
DBO
is
organized
by Trigger Agen
band gig at the DC9, whereas Friday had
cy,
the
same
group
that
brought you
then served up a series of logistical catas
the
Beer,
Bourbon,
and
trophes associated with
^BBQ
festival
this
past
turning in a Van Vleck
summer (indeed, the
There was some sort
brief. All of this took
wristbands at DBO were
place on two hours of
of beer that tasted tike recycled from the B-Bsleep. To paraphrase the
bacon. I have no idea BBQfest). These events
late Hunter S. Thomp
are held down Mary
son, the possibility of
what its name was,
land
way at National
complete mental and
which
saddens
me,
but
Harbor,
a 20-minute
physical collapse was
cab
ride
from Foggy
my melancholy is offset
very real.
Bottom.
Depending
on
But the worst was
by the fact that I h ave your cab driver, this may
over, and after some tots
or may not be a pleas
lived long enough to
and a pulled pork sand
ant drive! In my case,
wich at Tonic, followed
sample that beer.
yesterday's journey to
by a good night's sleep,
^National Harbor was
the danger had passed.
At \east for the present.

"^AeverxYveXess, as the SVLYY rose on a. dreary
SatuTda^, tV\ere couYdbe \\tt\e doubt tYvat
this author needed to throw his cares to

the wind a cut loose for a few hours.
Happily, some months earlier a large

somewhat... malodor
ous, and upon arriving at our destination,
t\ve driver roid us to "h
ave a good life." An
omen? Indeed, and a good one, at that.

Trigger Agency events are popular, and for that reason, despite hav

ing VIP tickets, we had to wait in
line for about 20
minutes. Even so,
the wait was pleas
ant enough, as the
line moved quickly
and was populated
with enthusiastic
ticketholders, most
attempting to look
as Bavarian as
possible (save for
the guy wearing a
Scooby Doo cos
tume, which, al
though marvelous,
is not especially Ba
varian). By 12:45, we had our tasting
glasses and an hour and fifteen minutes
to sample the beverage selection before
the non-VIP ticketholders were un
leashed upon the festival.
The VIP tickets came with several
perks. First, we did not have to deal
with tokens—sampling was unlimited.
Second, we each received one free
Bavarian soft pretzel. Third, we were
allowed in the VIP tent, which was dry

During the unfettered tasting ex
travaganza that took
place before 2:00,1
found at least three
highlights. First,
there was some sort
of beer that tasted
like bacon. I have
no idea what its
name was, which
saddens me, but my
melancholy is off
set by the fact that
I have lived long
enough to sample
that beer, the exis
tence of which in
turn directly proves the existence of
a benevolent higher power (or at least
proves the magnanimity of Trigger
Agency). Second, there was some sort
of white wine. It wasn't Riesling, but it
was tasty. Here, too, I have no idea what
its name was, but I think it included the
words "zeller" and "schwarze." Third,
there was Rumpleminze.
In addition to the beverage tast
ing, DBO offered a nice array of food

and served free Bavarian pickles. These
factors, combined with the extra sam
pling time allowed VIP ticket-holders,

stuffs—at least that is the impression
that I received. In truth, I was fixated
on the idea of bratwurSt, and lo, there

easily made the VIP tickets worth $50
(regular tickets were around $30).

Iran from page 7.

CLARE CA VALIERO

De Novo Days

Hoof Cream Girl
Wait, Memo One was due this
disbelief that judicial resources were
week? I had no idea... Just kidding! But,
even wasted on such a ridiculous claim
at least it's over. You made it! Congratu
by a clearly ridiculous individual when
lations!
our professor began to pose hypotheticals
Now that the stress of the first
about similar products liability situations.
writing assignment has subsided, you
Torts is the ultimate class for hypotheticals
can move on to worrying about the really
- the possibilities are absolutely endless.
important things - like your reputation.
In any event, the professor introduced the
Many lLs have made the wrong move
concept of misuse as a manufacturer's de
their first semester of law school and the
fense to products liability claims. He ex
thought of being a law
plained that there was
school social outcast has
a seemingly harmless
produced most disas Now that the stress of the product a while back
trous results: transfers,
first writing assignment that had stormed onto
nose jobs, shaved heads,
the cosmetics scene
has subsided, you can
and, worst of all, drop
and had become all
outs. But worry not,
move on to worrying
the craze in women's
dear ones, I am here to
about the really important nail care. Naturally,
personally ensure none
this product was not
things - like your
of you suffer the same
intended as a moistur
fate.
izer for human hands,
reputation.
About a year ago,
but nothing comes
the Class of 2011 's Sec
between a woman
tion 11 was sitting in
and her mani/pedis
Torts learning the law of products liabil
(after all, Foxy Brown went to jail after
ity. We we.e discussing a case involving
violating her probation for slapping her
a man who, despite the large, colorful
manicurist in the head).
labels and warnings, had removed the
What is this elusive cosmetic cre
guards encasing the blades of his electric
ation? Hoof cream. Yes, the kind that
power saw. Needless to say, this Einstein
is used on horses. The professor asked
injured himself, and of course he sued
if anyone was familiar with this product
the manufacturer (otherwise the genius'
and a lone, pale hand slowly began to
litigation would have never made it into
elevate from the front right corner of the
our casebook). I sat there in complete
classroom. This naive student confirmed

See Reversible on Page 10

the incredible moisturizing effect of this
"hoof cream" and admitted to using the
product herself. Big mistake, girlfriend.
She quickly became known as "hoof
cream girl," and the name has stuck. Is
that how you want to be remembered?
As some unfortunate example in torts
class?
The threat is not only apparent
during products liability discussions,
but reaches across all law school courses
(of course, torts is probably the most
dangerous). I only narrowly escaped an
unfortunate nickname similar to that of
"hoof cream girl." In discussing animal
liability, the most common perpetrators
are often dogs, cats, birds, and any other
usual household pet. Not anymore.
In February of this year, a pet
chimpanzee named Travis attacked a
55-year-old woman who was bringing
the animal an orange toy in an effort
to help his 70-year-old owner calm him
after the tea laced with Xanax failed to
adequately tranquilize the beast. There
are so many things wrong with that
sentence. First of all, a chimpanzee
as a pet? Come on. It's like the owner
wanted to end up in Richard Epstein's
Cases an d Materials on Torts. Second,
chimpanzees are not small so what is
a 70-year-old woman doing caring for

See De Novo on Page 10

largely to the Iranian youth who despise
living under repressive, theocratic rule,
are more pro-American than any other
people in the region.
A military option is even worse.
Attacking Iran will do what bombs
tend to do, galvanize the entire Iranian
population against America. Yes, we
may destroy their nuclear facilities, but
we will sow more hatred in the region,
invite retaliation against our soldiers
in Iraq and Afghanistan, and further
destabilize an already instable world. It
is simple psychological logic that bombs
and invasions breed hatred; and that
hatred breeds violent retaliation. There
are too many endless cycles of violence
in this world, we don't need more.
Instead, what we need to do is
simply face up to the fact the only way
to effectively convince Iran, or any na
tion for that matter, that they should
abandon nuclear aspirations is to gain
the moral high ground by doing so
ourselves. America and its allies must
firmly commit themselves to denuclear
ization -not as some lofty goal or some
topic for a summit (there will be one in
March) -but as a matter of national ne
cessity. As the nation that spearheaded
nuclear proliferation during the Cold
War, we owe it to the world to fix this
problem, one that could potentially
result in the death of millions.
The common response to this
plan is that other nations will not follow.
They will see that America is denuclear
izing, the argument goes, and will want
to take over at the top of the nuclear

See Iran on Page 10
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Law Revue Gets Down
and Rocks Out at DC9 Gig

4a

On Thursday September 24th, the Law Revue took over DC9, a bar in the U Street neighborhood, and showed the audience that future attorneys can make
beautiful music together. Two bands, Motion II Quash and Restatement (3rd) of Rock performed, benefitting the Law Revue, which will put on its annual show
for the law school in February. Photos by Katie Earnest.

Google from page 4.
law firms with deep pockets.
Sometimes, I wonder what exact
ly is legal research? By walking into any
attorney's office or conference room,
one sees dozens of books on the shelves.
These books are full of legal statutes
that are constantly evolving. Addition
ally, what about case law? Sure, Westlaw and LexisNexis can come to your
rescue, if you have the money to spend,

but what if you don't? Google can solve
this problem. As much as people may
be skeptical regarding using a search
engine for their legal research as op
posed to using Westlaw, what these
same people often fail to recognize is
that Google doesn't actually possess any
of the information and that the informa
tion is instead stored on other websites,
many of them legitimate, tested, and
accurate databases, that happen to be
searchable for free using Google. On

the other hand, most lay people would
probably wince if they knew that their
attorney is Googling the winning case
for their legal matter, instead of scouring
dusty tomes.
I am a believer that Law should
be accessible to all, and with the help
of Google, everybody with access to the
Internet will have access to the same
legal information. The real issue will
be, whether they will be able to process
it accurately. I would like to see a "Flat

World," as Thomas Friedman wrote
about in his eponymous book where
the best performing attorneys are not
those who can spend the most money
on legal research databases, but those
that are able to utilize that information
in the most effective manner. Google
and a plethora of free and open legal
databases are making that possible.
Happy Birthday Google, and may your
searches be fruitful ones!
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Pairings: Not Just for
Mentors and Mentees
Anymore

Ask Yunji!
BV YUNJI KIM

Columnist

Dear Yunji,
I have a,problem with procrastination. I just can't begin to work. What should
I do?

BY JOON SONG

Uninspired on U Street.

Columnist
If you're anything like me, you
probably like a lot of things. You prob
ably like food—many types of food.
You probably like wine—many types of
wine. It might not be such a far-fetched
assumption to guess you like drinking
different types of wine with different
types of food. But here's when it gets
tricky, right? I mean, everyone knows
you're not supposed to pair fish with
red wine. And everyone knows that
you're not supposed to pair steak with
white wine.
Right. And these same people
will say that you should never put a chill
on a bottle of red.
I'm not saying you can pair with
impunity. Like pairing mentors with
mentees, or belts with shoes, some
careful thought and
reflection is useful.
A good place
to start is the default
rule: reds with red
meat like steak and
\amb, whites with

white meats like
fish and poultry.

Another default
rule is matching
weights—that is,
lighter-bodied wine
with lighter foods
and sauces, and
fuller-bodied wine
with heavier foods
and sauces. Com
bining these rules will get you through
most every pairing requirement.
For instance, are you going to
have a steak? A traditional pairing is
steak with Cabernet Sauvignon. Un
fortunately, I am a strong believer that
good Cabernet is hard to find cheap—or
young. Fortunately, you could g o to
Trader Joe's and pick up a bottle of
Washington State's Chateau Ste. Mi
chelle Cabernet Sauvignon for about
$15: it's young, yes, but it's well-made
and its tannins are not overpowering. I
would actually recommend you forego
Cabernet until you're a real lawyer
(sometime in 2015?) and look to Ar
gentinean Malbec or perhaps Australian
Shiraz to eat with your ribeye.
Will you be having tilapia?
Chances are that you'll be spending
more on wine than on the main course
(heh heh), but almost any white wine
will fit the bill. Tilapia and other white
fishes are pretty mild in flavor, so
chances are you'll want to pair the wine
with the sauce or marinade. Is the sauce
going to be a heavy butter-based sauce?
You could either go to complement the
sauce with something rich and full like
a Chardonnay, or provide a contrast
with something lean and light like a
Sauvignon Blanc.
But what about salmon? It's a
rich, fatty, and reddish fish. You could
serve it with a white wine, but it also
pairs extremely well with Pinot Noir.
The basic MacMurray Ranch Sonoma

Pinot Noir (around $18) is a goodbet, or
you could get a bottle of the St. Innocent
"Seven Springs" Pinot from the Willa
mette Valley of Oregon for substantially
more. Pork—and chicken—swings both
ways, too.
Beyond the basic default rules of
color and weight, you could also apply
two balancing tests. The first is the
balance between acid and tannin; the
second is the balance between sweet
and dry. These tests are especially
useful when, as mentioned above, you
are determining whether you want the
wine to complement or contrast with
your food.
These introduce many other wines
to the mix. Thus, a nice dry Riesling
would go well with the tilapia in butter
sauce. It would also
go well with tilapia
in a Thai-style glaze.
It really depends on
whether you want
a complement or
a contrast. Going
back to the steak,

you could go with the
Cab if you want a full

wine whose tannins
would accent the
char. Or, you could
go with a Chianti,
which is much more
acidic and less tan
nic than Cabernet, if
you wanted to "cut
through" the fattiness of the steak.
Chianti would also go well with
a nice marinara sauce, which brings up
another principle: pair wines with the
foods from the same region. Italian Chi
anti (made from the Sangiovese grape)
goes supremely well with tomato sauce
and many other Italian foods; Austrian
Griiner Veltliner, which is a crisp dry
white wine, not so coincidentally goes
well with Wiener Schnitzel. Try the
Velt. 1 Griiner which you can pick up at
Whole Foods for around $10 or $11.
The final considerations are, well,
the equivalent of judicial gloss: they are
the individual and often quirky charac
teristics of different varietals. Griiner is
described as having a peppery bite near
the finish, which explains why it goes
well with not only Weiner Schnitzel
but fried chicken. Malbec often has
dark chocolate notes, which means you
can serve it with steak and finish the
rest off with dessert. If you're cooking
Hungarian paprika chicken, you could
go with a white wine to cut through the
richness of the sour cream, or you could
go with Jean-Luc Matha's wine from the
Marcillac region of France, made from
the Mansois grape, which ends with a
mouthful of—you guessed it—paprika.
In the end, much of the fun is
thinking up creative pairings; it's trial
and error at its best. Of course, if you
really can't think up a pairing, there is a
way out, an equitable remedy of sorts.
That remedy? Beer.

Dear Uninspired,
You speak of procrastination as if i t were a bad thing. I ad mit, w en you
find yourself watching reruns of Meerkat Manor instead of reading for class, this
habit of putting off work can be a problem. But like all vices, procrastination is
best dealt by embracing the habit - not by quitting it.
Procrastination is not a wall blocking you from your work. It s really a road
that will take you to interesting places on the way to finishing the task at hand.
Instead of fretting, find better things to do while you procrastinate. I have ac com
plished some fine tasks on the way to opening my books. To date, I h ave roasted
the perfect lemon chicken, cooked up a month's supply of stew, and rearranged
my furniture all under the name of "thinking about starting to work.
Your work is going to get done somehow someday. You might as well
have some stew.
*
Sincerely,
Yunji
Got a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom , or th e
world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your mind. Yunji
has the answer!

Reversible from page 8.
was a bratwurst stand. The brats served
there were mighty tasty, so I have no
complaints, although I do feel compelled

to note that there were stands serving
Memphis-style BBQ, which didn't exactly
square with the overall theme. This was
also true of the live music. One stage
featured an oom-pah band, lending an air
of authenticity to the proceedings, but the
other, larger stage mostly featured bands
playing mediocre covers of The Doors.
The only other downside to the
entire afternoon (apart from the rain)
was the guy in the Portapotty line who
tried to pick a fight with me and one of
my lady-friends after we unwittingly cut
in front of him. Although I retreated the
eight or so feet to the back of the line,
my lady-friend stood her ground. The
guy started in on my lady-friend, who
responded with "Whaddya gonna do? Hit
me? You'd hit a GIRL???" Five bystand
ers turned around to see how my new
friend would respond to that; he turned
away with a discouraging word, unable to
respond to that logic. This, dear readers,
is a fine example of defining the terms of
the debate in such a way that you win,
even if you're wrong. In any event, the
bathroom lines could have been much
better-defined, and the gentleman surely
could have found something better to get
so impassioned about.
Out of a possible five Bavarian
pickles, DBO receives five, because I ate
five of 'em.

De Novo from page 8.
Travis? Finally, tea laced with Xanax!?
Really?! However, the mistakes of Travis'
owner are not of my concern here. There
is a lesson to be learned that has noth
ing to do with strict liability for animal
owners.
This national geographic night
mare occurred in Stamford, Connecti
cut. Guess where I'm from. Stamford,
Connecticut. Could you imagine what

would have happened to me in torts had
this gorillas-gone-wild scenario taken
place a mere six months earlier? I would
have been sitting in class, oblivious to the
downward spiral my life was about to take,
and the professor would have asked if
anyone was from Connecticut. Clueless, I
would have raised my hand and confirmed
my residency. Then, I would have been
asked if I had ever owned a chimpanzee
and if it had ever attacked anyone. The
chuckles, snickers, and giggles would
have been uncontainable. Bottom line:
I w ould have been "Chimpanzee Chick"
throughout my entire law school career.
Awesome.
Thus, be careful when you volunteer
an experience in class. You could be com
mitting social suicide.

Iran from page 8.
ladder. Russia, could perhaps be a good
candidate for this spoiler role. This argu
ment ignores three important points.
First, it is in every nation's interest
to end nuclear proliferation because each
nation has an obvious interest in not being
decimated by a nuclear weapon.
Second, if a nation does stand in
the way after an effective coalition is de
veloped, that nation will risk becoming a
pariah, undermined by the moral force
of a coalition that final decided to stand
up and do something about weapons that
can obliterate tens of millions of people
with the push of a button (modern nuclear
weapons have a blast power of about 50
to 100 times the bombs that our country
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.)
Third, what is the alternative? If we
don't take a chance on denuclearization,
no one else will, the world will continue
to nuclearize, and every ten years or so,
another nation will seek a bomb until
eventually we all have them. This nuclear
world of ours is already risky, and if we
embrace the status quo, it w ill inevitably
get worse. At least with the non-prolifera
tion strategy, we give ourselves a chance.
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Innocence from page 3
disproportionate. A forty year old who
commits the same crime that Joe Sullivan
did can expect to be in jail, roughly, for
forty years. Sullivan, however, will spend
literally his entire life in prison -anywhere
from fifty to eighty years. Proportional
ity also requires that courts taken the
offender's personal responsibility into
account when imposing a sentence. A
growing body of psychological research
indicates that juveniles have not yet de
veloped the decision-making capacity that
adults possess, nor do they accurately con
sider long-term consequences, focusing
more on immediate gratification. These
characteristics of juveniles disappear as
they make their transition into adult
hood. Sending juveniles to prison for life,
without a chance for review to determine
whether they have, plainly put, grown-up,
frustrates one of the purposes of punish
ment: rehabilitation (Yay, 1L Crim Law
class!).
Periodic parole board hearings
would best serve the purposes of the penal
system. Contrary to persistent percep
tions of parole, it's actually not easy to
be paroled - especially if the sentence is
so strict. The purpose of parole, is, once

Explain from page 3.'
ment's own rules and procedures as well
as "nationally recognized" materials that
represented the "accepted standards" for
firefighting. One of the firefighters suing
the City suffered from multiple learning
disabilities, including dyslexia, and even
he managed to pass the examinations.
Clearly,

those who invested the requisite

time, effort, and energy would have been
eligible for promotions based on their
test results.
The City argued that under a fed
eral civil rights law, Title VII, employers
are required to ban actions, such as tests
indicating eligibility for promotions,
that would have a "disparate impact"
on a protected class. Justice Kennedy
explained that "race-based action like
the City's in this case is impermissible
under Title VII unless the employer can
demonstrate a strong basis in evidence
that, had it not taken the action, it would
have been liable." The City failed to meet
this "disparate impact" threshold and
thus, its decision to throw out the test
results lackqd any valid defense and was
unlawful. Kennedy further argued that
"the process was open [and] fair" and that
the City officials "were careful to ensure
broad racial participation in the design of
the test itself and its administration." The
City chose to disregard the results to avoid
litigation and lacked sufficient justifica
tion for its discriminatory action.
Justice Ginsburg opined that her
colleagues should have assessed "the
starkly disparate results" of the exams
against the backdrop of historical and
ongoing inequality in the New Haven fire
department. But, again, this is not the law,
and reviews of the examination process
found no testing bias. The Supreme Court
was being asked to decide whether there
was a continued need for special treat
ment for minorities, or whether enough
progress had been made to render existing
laws obsolete (at least in the New Haven
Fire Department). The Supreme Court
answered that in this specific instance, the.
decision-making process was not racially
biased.
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.
hoped that one day, we could be judged
not by the color of our skin but by the
content of our character. In Ricci v.
DeStefano, the Supreme Court provided

again - rehabilitation. Paroling offend
ers lessens costs on taxpayers, and if
administered properly and responsibly,
encourage offenders to reintegrate into
society as productive citizens. Parole
boards consider a variety of factors
when deciding whether to grant pa
role, so it's not as if Terence Graham
is going to waltz into a parole hearing
and be all, "Yeah, I totally robbed that
house, dude! I feel bad about it now
and stuff... let me go?" Similarly, the
parole board isn't going to be all "Let's
just grant parole to everyone, starting
with violent offenders who probably
still pose a danger to society!". In fact,
most inmates eligible for parole do not
have it granted.
The argument is not that all juve
nile offenders should be granted parole
- it is simply that they should not be
denied the chance to demonstrate to a
parole board that they have been reha
bilitated, feel sincere remorse for their
actions, have goals as to where they will
live and where they will work, and are
ready to be productive citizens, in order
to be conditionally released.
If you're interested, oral argu
ments will be held on Monday, No
vember 9th.
this opportunity for a few New Haven
firefighters.

Editor from page 3.
his request for relief, or they just
walk right past him, as if they don't
- or can't - see him.
Now, I don't know this home
less guy. He could be a drug dealer,
a user, an escaped convict, or a
criminal lying in wait. He could
be mooching off innocent, naive
bypassers, too lazy to find his own
job because he can get by on a
handout. But I do know John. I
know he goes to McDonalds for
coffee and a sausage egg McMuffin
(or three) in the morning. And once
in a while, he buys the homeless
guy a sandwich. One day, I asked
him, "Why a sandwich? Why not
just give himthe money" He crankily replied, "'Cause he'd probably
buy crack with it - he'll eat the
sandwich."
And that was it. He doesn't
expect anyone to congratulate
him for being nice. He doesn't do
it because anyone is watching. Or
because he feels sorry for the guy.
Or because he feels guilty about
an unfair society that discards
people like so much human garbage
instead of helping them out. Or
because it gives him the warm and
fuzzics even. No, he buys the guy a
sandwich because, well, he's going
to Mickey D's anyways and the
guy looks like he needs a sandwich.
Because it's just a dollar. And that
dollar can go a long way. It goes to
show that you don't have to hike
halfway around the world to make
a positive change in it. And you
don't have to be a billionaire to be
a good person.
Take a dollar today and use
it in your own life, for your own
charitable purpose. Give it to that
nice, but harried waitress who looks
like she's been up all night. If your
friend gchats you, saying he's been
up all night writing her memo - go
buy him a Diet Coke and deliver
it to him in the library. When you
could throw away the last two slices

Bar Brief:
DC9
BY SET SAMH AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists

Trust Us, We're Experts
We promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. A:
future members of the DC Lawyers Assistance Program, we are proud to preseni
a bi-weekly run-down of DC hotspots. Now that the school year is officially ir
action, we are well aware that you are too busy to even attempt to plan your owr
social life. Luckily for you, we're here to serve as your personal party planners
This week we're doing a review of DC9, the host of last Thursday's Law Revue
band showcase.
Before getting into this review, we'd like to introduce ourselves to the new
batch of lLs at GW Law (everyone else, you, unfortunately, know us by now). Sei
is a recent graduate of GW undergrad (no she did not wear tights, an oversizec
white t-shirt, big black sunglasses, or carry a $5K bag...) and DC's very own formei
bar wench. You will likely meet her soon as she will probably harass you at Bai
Review, which she is now partially in charge of organizing (suggestions welcome!)
Lisa, a Chicago/Philadelphia-import, is thrilled to be able to use her newest bate!
of loan money to buy drinks, not books.
Case: Review of DC9, the famed U-Street music venue, home of DC's besi
and brightest up and coming acts, including our school's very own Restatement of
Rock and Motion to Quash. Memories of DC9 bring up flashes of a steep stair
case, a crowded upstairs, and a stamp that just won't seem to wash off your hand
so we headed back to the venue last Thursday to see what the bar had in store foi
us this year.
Facts: Even if you're not a fan of local music, DC9 has something for ev
eryone. The cozy bar downstairs offers cheap drinks with a quirky ambiance anc
a jukebox that always seems to play the right song. The crowd is a little more or
the hipster side, but with that being said, by the fourth drink you'll feel like you
fit right in. More of a music person? Head to the back of the bar, pay the covei
(usually not more than $10 max), and head up the steep staircase to one of DC':
best live music spots. There's another bar upstairs and although it could benefu
from an extra bartender or two, the wait-staff is more than courteous and is usee
to dealing with large rowdy crowds.
Issue: We have no issues with the music- who doesn't love a good MJ song 01
two. We were especially moved by the first band's rousing rendition of D'Angelo's
"How Does it Feel." We've yet to see a group of white boys with so much soul
Our only issues are with the venue and its lack of air conditioning and ventilation
Also, why was the permanent, huge, UPS-logo-esque stamp necessary? One of u:
had to go to work on Friday morning and it was quite an endeavor to get the proof
of the previous night's shenanigans off our hand. Finally, what's with the fauxhold up? We got to the bar at 9:15 and there was already a huge line out the dooi
to go upstairs when there seemed to be plenty of space on the top floor. There's
no need to make your bar seem more popular than it already is, when we alread>
know that everyone in attendance goes to GW Law and is more than willing tc
pay the $6 cover.
Holding: Great music, good venue. All in all, an excellent evening. We are
always impressed by our fellow classmates' hidden talents- who knew that the gu>
who sat next to you in Civ Pro last year was secretly Jimi Hendrix?
Rule: We're already excited for the Law Revue show in February and hope
the bands perform again in the near future. We'd go back to DC9 again especiall>
since we've heard the Friday night special is $10 all you can drink open bar. See
you there?!
P.S.- Halloween Party in 1 month- we're already planning our costumes. You
should too.
Do you have suggestions, comments, concern s or just need a bar recommendation':
Email us atgwbarbriej@gmail.com.
of pizza, wrap it up and give it to
the homeless guy outside. Find the
simple acts of kindness that reveal
themselves every day around Foggy
Bottom and bring them to light.

Mahatma Gandhi - a lawyer
- once said that "you must be the
change you wish to see in the world."
Take today and find that change - or a
simple dollar bill.
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Wednesday September 30
Ronald Goldfarb will present his new book, "In Confidence:
When to Protect Secrecy and When to Require Disclosure."
12:00-2:00PM, B505
Energy and Environmental Law Career Panel
The D.C. Bar's Environment, Energy and Natural Resources
Section and the GW Law Environmental Law Association
present the annual Energy and Environmental Law Career
Panel. Attorneys from the U.S. Department of Justice, an envi
ronmental NGO, the D.C. government, a law firm, and a trade
association will speak about their career paths and field ques
tions about internship and job opportunities.
5:00-6:30PM, B505

ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)
Replace sleep with red bull and you 11 be fine.

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)

Remember that hottie from Bar Review? Yeah... not so hot in the day

time.

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)

You n ow have one month before Halloween; plenty of time to think up a

scarier costume than last year.

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)

Don't believe the fortune you pulled out of that cookie from the Chinese
resturant last weekend. Totally wrong.

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)

The planets are aligned in your favor. Whatever that means.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)

Think twice about raising your hand in class. Nobody likes a know-it-all.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
It's time to update your itunes.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Someone will suprise you.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)

Thursday October 1
Emerging Trends in FCPA Enforcement Colloquium
The George Washington University Law School
Government Procurement Law Program is pleased to present

a special colloquium on:"Emerging Trends in FCPA Compli
ance and Enforcement." Panelists include leading government
and private FCPA practitioners.
9:30-ll :30AM, B505

Cinnabon is going out of business. You'll have to find some other of pay
ment.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
Don't believe anyone who tells you that swine flu is for winners.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
Shaking things up with a little diversity could be very helpful.

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)
I do n't have time to think of something clever right now. Sorry.

Alumni Weekend Begins
Free Seasonal Flu Shots
11:00-3:00PM, Marvin Center

Tuesday October 8

IP Speaker Series- Dennis Crouch (Missouri)
"Is Novelty Obsolete?: Chronicling the Irrelevance of the In
vention Date in US Patent Law"
1:30-3:00PM, B505

John White, expert on the Patent Bar Exam, invites you to
an interactive presentation.
If you have a science or engineering undergraduate degree and
are interested in becoming a Patent Attorney, come meet the
Director of Patent Professional Development at the Practising
Law Institute (PLI).
4:00-5:00PM, LL101

Lau) School follies
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